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E ects of small-scale structure
on turbulent mixing
By G. R. Ruetsch AND J. H. Ferziger
1. Motivation and objectives

Mixing at small scales in turbulent ows is a process that is important to many
applications, including geophysical ows, pollutant dispersion, and reacting ows.
In reacting cases, mixing by small scales plays a crucial role in bringing fuel and
oxidizer species together, thus aecting the global burning rate.
In 1949, Batchelor and Townsend (1949) examined the phenomenon of intermittency in turbulence, showing that the energy associated with the small scales of
turbulence occurs in isolated regions. Kuo and Corrsin (1971, 1972) further investigated the nature of small-scale turbulence and suggested that the small-scale
vorticity structure is cylindrical rather than sheet-like as suggested by Betchov
(1956) and observed by Schwarz (1990). Through the use of direct numerical simulations, many of the questions regarding the nature of the small-scale structures
have been answered. The simulations of Siggia (1981), Kerr (1990), and Vincent and
Meneguzzi (1991), among others, indicate that the intense regions of vorticity do
occur in cylindrical or tube-like structures. This result seemed counterintuitive as
the predominance of points in the ow exhibit two positive principal rates of strain,
as indicated by Betchov. The simulations of Ashurst et al. (1987) further conrmed
this tendency it was observed that vortex tubes tend to align with the positive intermediate principal rate of strain. Small-scale vortex structures resembling sheets
can be found in these simulations if one considers less intense regions of vorticity
(She and Jackson 1990, Ruetsch and Maxey 1991). It was further determined that
the intense vortex tubes and relatively moderate sheets are not unrelated: the vortex tubes are generated by roll-up of the less intense vortex sheets (Ruetsch and
Maxey 1992, Vincent and Meneguzzi 1994).
In addition to the small-scale features of the velocity eld, passive scalars also
exhibit localized regions of intense gradients, which form due to the alignment with
the most compressive principal rate of strain (Kerr 1990, Ashurst et al. 1987).
A conguration which has received recent attention is that of a uniform temperature gradient, which Corrsin (1952) suggested would be maintained in stationary
isotropic turbulence. Such a conguration is attractive for numerical simulations as
it can provide ample data for statistical analyses. Simulations concerning the structure and evolution of a small-scale passive scalar eld have been performed during
the evolutionary phase (Ruetsch and Maxey 1991, Ruetsch and Maxey 1992), and
the probability density functions of various quantities related to the passive scalar
have also been examined (Pumir 1994a and 1994b, Holzer and Siggia 1994, Overholt
and Pope 1996, Jaberi et al. 1996). Recent experimental studies of the uniform
temperature gradient conguration have also been performed providing probability
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density functions and related statistics (Tong and Warhaft 1994), and an asymptotic self-similar solution for the one-point probability density function equation has
been presented (Cai et al. 1996).
While there have been many investigations regarding small-scale structure and
dynamics, the contribution of the small-scale structure to global turbulent properties has not been established. There have been several investigations regarding
the contribution of the energy associated with small scales to global budgets: the
dissipation at and around the vortex tubes has been examined (Ruetsch and Maxey
1991), and by selectively ltering Fourier coecients of the turbulent velocity eld,
the contribution of various scales to various statistics has been determined (She et
al. 1988). However, these studies address the energy content of the small scales.
In the present study we wish to address a more subtle issue, that of how the structure of the small scales aects the ow, most importantly its mixing characteristics.
In other words, we ask how removing the structure from the small scales while
maintaining the energy content aects turbulent mixing.
Aside from the fundamental aspects of understanding the importance of smallscale structure to turbulent ows, there are direct applications for the results of
such a study. One such area, which motivates this study, regards the elds used to
initialize simulations of turbulent combustion (Trouve and Poinsot 1994, Vervisch
1992). In such simulations, the initial conditions are generally generated by assuming the spectrum and arbitrarily assigning the phases. While providing the correct
energy content, this procedure eliminates the structure of the turbulence, and a
period of time is required for the ow to recover from the initial conditions. In reacting ow simulations in which the turbulence is decaying, an adjustment time is
quite undesirable. For the case of partially premixed and nonpremixed combustion,
the problem is compounded by the fact that both the velocity and scalar uctuating
elds must be specied. In this case, not only are there recovery periods for each
eld, but also for the correlation between the elds.
The outline of this study is as follows. We brie y describe the direct numerical
simulation methodology used in this study, including the procedure for removing the
small-scale structure while maintaining the energy content. The conditions under
which the data can be interpreted in the context of nonpremixed combustion are
then given, where additional quantities of interest in reacting ows are presented.
The unmodied and structureless data are compared in terms of the vorticity and
scalar gradient variables along with terms in their transport equations. In addition
to examining the vorticity and scalar gradient eld individually, their correlated
behavior, represented by the scalar product of the vorticity and scalar gradient,
is also examined. After the eect of removing the small-scale structure on these
variables has been assessed, the ability of various elds to recover from the removal
of the turbulent structure is assessed.
1.1 Numerical simulation
The simulations used to investigate the eects of small scale structure on mixing
are described in detail in Ruetsch and Maxey (1991, 1992) a brief review is given
here. The simulation is based on a pseudospectral method in a cube of side L = 2
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with 120 grid points in each direction. The ow eld is periodic in all three directions
and governed by the rotational form of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:

@ui +  ! u = ; @ P + 1 u u  + @ 2 ui
@t ijk j k
@xi
2 j j
@xj @xj

along with the incompressibility condition

@ui = 0:
@xi
Here ui and !i are the components of the velocity and vorticity elds in the xi direction, P is the pressure, and ijk is the Levi-Civita pseudotensor. The simulations
begin with the velocity eld at rest, ui = 0, and the turbulence is generated by a
source term added to the Navier-Stokes equations, which is itself a solution to the
Langevin equation as described in Eswaran and Pope (1988a, 1988b). When the
velocity eld has reached stationary conditions, the scalar eld is introduced.
The initial scalar eld conguration has a uniform gradient in the x3 ;direction
with no uctuations. The scalar eld, Z , is governed by the convective-diusive
equation:
@Z + u @Z = D @ 2 Z :
(1)
@t i @x
@x @x
i

i

i

To account for the nonperiodic scalar eld in the periodic domain, the scalar eld
Z is decomposed into the mean and uctuating components:

Z = x3 + 

(2)

where  is the uniform gradient and  is the periodic uctuating eld used in the
computations. Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1 we obtain the governing equation for
the uctuations of :
@ + u @ + u = D @ 2  :
3
@t i @x
@x @x
i

i

i

After the introduction of the scalar eld, the simulation is run for more than ten
large-eddy turnover times, resulting in stationary scalar and velocity elds. The
microscale Reynolds number for the simulations is Re = 59, the dissipation length
scale to Taylor microscale ratio is l= = 4:0, the Taylor microscale to Kolmogorov
microscale ratio is = = 15:1, the Schmidt number is unity, and the uniform
gradient,  , is 1=(2 ). These elds are then used as the \initial conditions" for the
rest of the study. Before continuing the simulations, however, a method of removing
the small-scale structure must be applied to this data.
1.2 Removal of the small-scale structure
In this section we describe the method used to remove the small-scale structure.
We do not wish to remove the energy associated with the small scales, just the
organized structure. Removal of both the small scale structure and the energy
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has been examined in other studies (She et al. 1988). As mentioned previously,
structureless elds are often used to initialize turbulence simulations. We can mimic
this procedure by manipulating the phase information in our simulation data.
The algorithm for the removal of organized structure is simply phase scrambling.
More precisely, the Fourier coecients of the velocity and scalar elds from the
simulation data, u^i and ^ respectively, are modied in the following manner:
u~i = u^i e{1  ~ = ^e{2 :
where the phase angles, 1 and 2, are random numbers between zero and 2 . This
process leaves the energy of each mode the same, ~~ = ^^ . While this scrambling
is sucient for the scalar data, the resulting velocity eld does not satisfy continuity.
To correct this, the lter


k
i kj
ui = S (k1 k2 k3 ) ij ; k2 u~j
is used to remove the dilatational component from u~i, producing the incompressible
eld ui. Here ki is the wavenumber component, and ij is the Kronecker delta
function. The scaling parameter S (k1 k2 k3 ) rescales the velocity so that uiui =
u^iu^i , thus the kinetic energy at a particular wavenumber remains unchanged. (One

could scramble the data using phase angles that are constrained by the condition
ki u~i = 0.)
Phase scrambling is performed only once but is applied at all wavenumbers.
Therefore, the scrambling removes the structure from all scales, not just the small
scales. However, we will see that for the vorticity and scalar gradient, it is primarily
the small scales that are aected.
1.3 Relation to nonpremixed ames
Before we begin the analysis of the simulation data, we describe how the data can
be interpreted in terms of the topic that motivated this study, that of nonpremixed
combustion, and under what conditions this interpretation is valid. Although the
uniform scalar gradient may correspond to several physical quantities such as temperature or salinity, the motivation for this study is reacting ows, so we interpret
the scalar in terms of species concentrations. For a one-step chemical scheme where
fuel and oxidizer react to form a product,

F + rO ;! (1 + r)P
we can dene the mixture fraction as
F ; YO
Z = 1 + rY
1+r
where r is the mass-based stoichiometric coecient and YF and YO are the fuel
and oxidizer mass fractions. In the limit of zero heat release and fast chemistry,
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the passive scalar eld with a uniform gradient can be considered a simulation of
nonpremixed combustion where the mixture fraction is governed by Eq. 1. Under
these assumptions, the ame will be located on the stoichiometric surface
Zst = 1 +1 r :
One of the main issues in turbulent combustion is how ame surface area is
increased by turbulent uctuations, thus increasing the amount of fuel and oxidizer
in contact and the global burning rate. By considering all possible values of Zst by
specifying dierent values of r in these passive simulations, the entire ow eld can
be considered to be an ensemble of ames used to generate well-converged statistics
of ame surface area growth. In contrast, cases which account for heat release have
a single xed stoichiometric value, and therefore only a portion of the computational
domain lies within the ame.
The average ame surface area over all possible values of Zst in the computational domain can be determined from the techniques developed for calculating the
propagation speed of turbulent premixed ames using the G-equation (Kerstein
and Ashurst 1988). As a consequence of their initial condition for the scalar eld of
G(xi t = 0) = x1 , the turbulent to laminar ame surface area ratio was determined
to be hjrGji. For our case with an initial condition of Z (xi t = 0) = x3, the
turbulent to laminar ame surface area ratio is:

AT = hjrZ ji :
AL


With an expression for the average ame surface area in our computational domain,
we can now turn our attention to the results on how the removal of small-scale
structure aects mixing and the production of ame surface area.

2. Accomplishments

The results from this study are presented in two parts. The eect of the removal
of the turbulent structure from the velocity and scalar elds on the vorticity and
scalar gradient, and the correlation between these elds, is explored rst. Once
the eect of removing the structure from these elds has been established, the
unmodied and scrambled elds are used as initial conditions in further simulations
in the second part. The recovery of the scrambled elds is then evaluated along
with the consequences of this recovery for turbulent mixing.
2.1. Comparison of the initial elds
Before we compare the dierences between the unmodied and scrambled data
sets, we should review their similarities. The magnitude of the Fourier coecients
remains unchanged so that the energy and dissipation spectra for the two elds
are the same. In addition, any quantities that can be derived from the spectra are
also identical. For example, the two-point correlations, being the Fourier transform
of the energy spectra, are unaected by the scrambling process. Mean quantities
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Figure 1. Probability density functions for the vorticity (

) and scalar gradient (  ) components. The unscrambled data (top) exhibit exponential tails while
the scrambled data (bottom) show Gaussian distributions. (A Gaussian distribution
is shown by the thin solid line in each plot.)
associated with the spectra such as the mean kinetic energy, enstrophy, and square
of the scalar gradient are also invariant with respect to the scrambling operation.
Although phase scrambling produces elds with some global parameters unchanged, many properties of the two elds change drastically when the phase information is modied. These features deal with the localized structures in isotropic
turbulence, and the aim of this paper is to determine how these small scales dier
and what the consequences of the dierences are.
We use gradients of the scalar and velocity elds to examine the small scales.
The velocity gradient tensor yields the vorticity, !i, and the rate of strain tensor,
Sij = 1=2(@ui=@xj + @uj =@xi ). We also consider the scalar quantities associated
with these variables such as the local enstrophy, !i !i , and the kinematic part of
the kinetic energy dissipation, Sij Sij . The gradient of the scalar eld is denoted by
i = @Z=@xi .
We begin the comparison between unmodied and scrambled data by examining the probability distributions of the vorticity and scalar gradient elds. It is
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Figure 2. Local enstrophy elds before and after the phase information is scrambled. The local enstrophy prior to scrambling is shown on the top with a threshold
of 4h!i !i i, containing 3.8% of the total volume. The local enstrophy after phase
scrambling with a threshold of 4h!i !i i is shown on the bottom left, which contains
0.2% of the volume. The local enstrophy after phase scrambling with a threshold
in local enstrophy of 2:86h!i !ii, which contains the same volume as the gure of
unscrambled data on the top, is shown bottom right.
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well known that velocity derivative statistics of isotropic turbulence exhibit nonGaussian tails in their probability distributions (Batchelor and Townsend 1949,
Kuo and Corrsin 1971). Bershadskii et al. (1993) found a universal value for the
slopes of these exponential tails from various experiments, which agrees well with
the results in Fig. 1. The scalar gradient also exhibits this non-Gaussianity, only to
a greater extent as seen in Fig. 1.
In addition to the dierence in the statistical distributions between the original
and scrambled datasets, their spatial distributions also dier. The small-scale structure of the local enstrophy elds in Fig. 2 show that the vortex tubes (\worms")
observed in the unmodied data disappear as a result of phase scrambling. This
apparent lack of structure in the scrambled data is not a result of the smaller volume
taken obtained in thresholding by the local enstrophy. Even when this threshold
for the scrambled data is reduced so that the same volume is occupied in both
the scrambled and unmodied cases, (top and bottom right images in Fig. 2), we
observe no coherent structures in the scrambled case.
The scalar gradient eld also shows large variations in structure between the
unmodied and scrambled cases. The original i i eld shows sheet-like structures
at the small scales as depicted in Fig. 3. As with the scrambled enstrophy elds,
the scrambled scalar gradient eld shows an absence of these structures regardless
of the value of the threshold. These eects are exactly what one would expect. The
existence of coherent structures implies coherence in phase among components at
dierent wavenumbers. Obviously phase scrambling destroys that coherence.
Another eect of scrambling concerns the ability of the vorticity and scalar gradient elds to recover from scrambled conditions. While this recovery is examined
in detail later, the mechanisms involved in the recovery are discussed here. These
are apparent in the transport equations for the local enstrophy and square of the
scalar gradient. The local enstrophy transport equation is:

D!i !i = 2! ! S +   @ 2!i !i ; 2 @!i @!i  :
i j ij
Dt
@xj @xj @xj @xj

(3)

Analogously, the transport equation for the square of the scalar gradient is:

D i i = ;2 S + D  @ 2 i i ; 2 @ i @ i  :
i j ij
Dt
@xj @xj @xj @xj

(4)

These transport equations contain production, diusion, and dissipation terms on
their right-hand sides. The production of local enstrophy and scalar gradient
squared, through vortex stretching and scalar gradient compression, results from
the preferential alignment of the vorticity and scalar gradient vectors with the axes
of the principal rates of strain. The phase scrambling procedure aects these production terms. The probability distributions of the production terms displayed
in Fig. 4 indicate that the exponential tails in the unmodied case are removed by
phase scrambling. In addition, the probability distributions of the production terms
in the unmodied ow are asymmetric as they yield net positive production of local
enstrophy and square of the scalar gradient.
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Figure 3. Square of the scalar gradient before and after the phase information

is scrambled. The square of the scalar gradient prior to scrambling is shown on the
top with a threshold of 4h i ii, containing 4.1% of the total volume. The data after
phase scrambling with a threshold of 4h i ii is shown bottom left which contains
0.2% of the volume. The data after phase scrambling with a threshold of 2:55h i i i,
which contains the same volume as the gure of unscrambled data on the top, is
shown bottom right.
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Probability distributions for the normalized production terms for
), and square of the scalar gradient,
local enstrophy, (!i !j Sij )1=3 =(!02 S 0)1=3 (
(; i j Sij )1=3 =( 02S 0 )1=3 (  ), for the unmodied data (left) and scrambled data
(right). The asymmetry of the curves indicates the overall positive production that
occurs in turbulent ows, with the greater asymmetry occurring in the scalar eld.
Figure 4.

While the distribution functions for both local enstrophy and scalar gradient
squared production show skewness towards positive production, this skewness is
greater for the scalar gradient squared production. This dierence in production
results in the scalar gradient being large relative to the vorticity (Fig. 1). For
the case of unity Schmidt number this dierence is not intuitive, but it can be
explained by the two-way coupling between the vorticity and strain elds, whereas
the passive scalar eld has no eect on the strain eld. The eect of the strain rate
on the vorticity is apparent in Eq. 3. The inverse coupling, that of the vorticity
on the strain rate, can be observed in the transport equation for Sij Sij , which in
incompressible ows is:
DSij Sij = ; 2S S S ; 1 ! ! S
ij jk ki
Dt
2 i j ij

(5)
2S S
2P
@
@S
@
ij ij
ij @Sij
; 2Sij @x @x +  @x @x ; 2 @x @x
i

j

k

k

k

k

When !i !j Sij > 0, positive production of enstrophy occurs as seen from Eq. 3.
This situation, however, results in negative production of strain as is apparent from
the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5. In terms of the evolution of these
elds, an intense localized strain eld may create a patch of strong vorticity, but at
its own expense. A strong patch of scalar gradient can be created, however, with
no adverse eect on the local strain that produced it. Due to these dierences in
vorticity-strain and scalar gradient-strain couplings, one would expect to observe
stronger tails in the (positive) scalar gradient production PDF and scalar gradient
PDF than in their vorticity-based counterparts. It is interesting to note that the
tails for negative production of both scalar gradient squared and local enstrophy
coincide.
Up to this point we have discussed the vorticity and scalar gradient elds, and the
eect of phase scrambling on these elds, independently. We now turn our attention
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Figure 5. Probability distributions of the alignment between the vorticity and

scalar gradient vectors (left) and !i i (right) for the unmodied data (
scrambled data (  ).

) and

to the correlation between these elds. Two measures of this correlation are the
scalar product of the vorticity and the scalar gradient, !i i, and the alignment
between these vectors, cos(! ). The term !i i has contributions from both the
alignment of the vectors and their magnitudes, whereas cos(! ) contains only
information on their alignment. The probability distributions of these quantities
indicate that the scrambling process has a large eect on the correlation between the
velocity and scalar elds. The PDF of the alignment between the vorticity and scalar
gradient vectors in Fig. 5 shows a peak when these vectors are orthogonal. Figure 5
also shows an even stronger peak in !i i , indicating that the large magnitude events
in vorticity and strain tend to occur when the two vectors are orthogonal. So, while
the intense small scales are represented by the tails in the vorticity and scalar
gradient PDFs, they appear in the peaks of the !i i and cos(! ) PDFs.
As with the vorticity and scalar gradient variables, some light can be shed on the
dynamics of !i i by its transport equation:

D (! ) = D  @ 2!i i + (Sc ; 1) @
Dt i i
@xj @xj
@xj

@!i  ; (Sc + 1) @!i @ i  :
i
@xj
@xj @xj

(6)

The strain rate does not enter this equation explicitly, so there is no production
term. In fact, under inviscid and nondiusive conditions, !i i is conserved:

D (! ) = 0:
Dt i i

Since modications to !i i occur on a diusive time scale, in high Reynolds number
or large Peclet number ows we expect a slower recovery of this eld relative to the
recovery of the vorticity and scalar gradient elds, which are aected by inviscid
production terms.
The last elds we compare between the scrambled and unmodied data are the
ame surfaces. The turbulent to laminar ame surface area for the unmodied
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Figure 6. Flame surface area (ZST = 0:5) for the initial elds of the unmodied

(left) and scrambled (right) data. The surface area of the scrambled eld is larger
due to the large number of pockets relative to the more connected unmodied
surface.
scalar eld, averaging over all stoichiometric surfaces, is AT =AL = 6:93. Phase
scrambling increases this value to AT =AL = 8:71. In this sense, for a given scalar
uctuation spectrum, turbulence does not produce the maximum ame surface area.
The elevated ame surface area after scrambling can be seen in Fig. 6 where we
observe a highly disconnected ame surface in the scrambled eld conversely, the
ame surface of the unmodied scalar eld shows a few pockets, but is relatively
coherent and connected. In order to have a distorted but connected ame surface,
phase coherence is important. When the phase information is randomized, scalar
deviations occur in small disconnected pockets which have a large ame surface
area.
2.2 Evolution of the scrambled elds
Having described the dierence between the original and scrambled initial conditions, we now turn our attention to the evolution of the velocity and scalar elds
and, in particular, to how the modied elds recover from their scrambled states.
Before phase scrambling, the simulations were run with the velocity forced until
both scalar and velocity elds reached stationary conditions. Therefore, we expect
the simulations using the unmodied data as initial conditions to maintain their
stationary states with small uctuations due to the stochastic forcing of the velocity
eld. By comparing the simulations using scrambled and unmodied elds as initial
conditions, the in uence of phase scrambling becomes apparent. For example, the
skewness and kurtosis time series of a longitudinal velocity derivative are shown in
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Figure 7. Skewness (left) and kurtosis (right) time series of the normal velocity

) and scrambled (  ) initial
derivative for the simulation with unmodied (
conditions. The skewness for the scrambled case recovers quickly to the stationary
value, while the kurtosis requires on the order of one large-eddy turnover time to
recover.
Fig. 7. The velocity derivative skewness for the unmodied data is roughly constant
at a value of ;0:5, whereas the scrambled initial data have zero velocity derivative
skewness but recover to the unmodied case value very quickly, in a fraction of
an eddy turnover time. The velocity derivative kurtosis for the unmodied case
uctuates about a mean value of 4.5, while the scrambled initial data have a kurtosis
of 3 which recovers relatively slowly, taking about one large-eddy turnover time to
reach the unmodied value.
The rapid adjustment of the velocity derivative skewness in Fig. 7 has strong
implications for the enstrophy evolution. The velocity derivative skewness can be
expressed in terms of the vorticity and strain-rate tensor (Rotta 1972) as:

*

+
@u1 3 = ; 2 h! ! S i :
@x1
35 i j ij

The term in brackets on the right-hand side is simply the volume average enstrophy
production that occurs in Eq. 3. As the velocity derivative skewness, which is related
to enstrophy production, quickly recovers from the scrambled initial conditions, one
would expect the local enstrophy itself to recover quickly. From the time sequences
of PDFs in Fig. 8, we see that this is the case. These time sequences show that
the adjustment from the Gaussian tails of the scrambled initial condition to the
exponential tails of the unmodied data occurs in less than 0:5TLE for both vorticity
and scalar elds. One also observes that the vorticity and scalar gradient structures
recover quickly see Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
While the structure and intensity of the vorticity and scalar gradient elds recover
within a large-eddy turnover time, the correlation between them does not recover
as quickly. As stated previously, while the local enstrophy and square of the scalar
gradient equations contain inviscid or nondiusive production terms, the transport
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PDF time series of the x1 -component of the vorticity (left) and
scalar gradient (right) of the scrambled simulations at times t=TLE = 0 (
),
t=TLE = 0:25 (+), t=TL E = 0:5 (), and t=TLE = 1 (). The adjustment of the
tails from Gaussian to exponential form occurs within 0:5TLE for both vorticity and
scalar gradient elds.
Figure 8.

equation for !i i has no such term. Its recovery from the initial conditions occurs
only through diusive processes. The slower recovery is clear in the !i i-PDF time
sequence in Fig. 11.
In addition to the lack of an inviscid/nondiusive production term, there is another reason for the slower recovery of the !i i PDF. The scrambling process aects
the !i i PDF more than either the vorticity or scalar gradient PDFs. The !i i-PDF
of the unmodied data has a strong peak while the same PDF after scrambling is
relatively at. The scrambling process aects the tails of the vorticity and scalar
gradient PDFs.
We now turn our attention to the eect of scrambling on turbulent mixing. In
particular, we wish to assess how the ame surface area is aected by scrambling.
Flame surface area production depends strongly on the correlation between the ow
and scalar elds. The fractional change in ame surface area is given by the ame
stretch (Candel and Poinsot 1990), which for a nonpropagating, nondiusive surface
in an incompressible ow is:

K = A1 dA
dt = ;ninj Sij

(7)

where A represents
p the surface area and the normal to the ame surface is given
by ni = ; i = j j . Therefore, ame surface area production is closely related to
the scalar gradient production term, ; i j Sij . The recovery of the scalar gradient
production from scrambled initial conditions could be examined from its transport
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Figure 9. Time sequence of the evolution of the local enstrophy eld from the

scrambled simulations. Surfaces of !i !i > 4h!i !ii are shown at times t=TLE = 0
(top left), t=TLE = 0:25 (top right), t=TLE = 0:5 (bottom left), t=TLE = 1:0
(bottom right).
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Figure 10. Time sequence of the evolution of the scalar dissipation eld from the

scrambled simulations. Surfaces of i i > 4h i ii are shown at times t=TLE = 0 (top
left), t=TLE = 0:25 (top right), t=TLE = 0:5 (bottom left), t=TLE = 1:0 (bottom
right).
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Figure 11.

t=TLE = 0 (

PDF time sequence of !i i for the scrambled simulations at times
), t=TLE = 0:25 (+), t=TLE = 0:5 (), and t=TLE = 1 ().

equation,

D (; S ) =2 @uk
Dt i j ij
@xi

j k Sij

+ Sik Skj

i j



+ 14 (!i i)2 ; !i!i


2
2P
@
+ i j @x @x + D 2 i Sij @x@ @xj ; Sc
i j
k k

i

j j



@ 2Sij
j
@xk @xk



however, we shall take a dierent approach. Rather than use the correlation between
the strain and scalar gradient, we shall use the correlation between the vorticity and
scalar gradient, i !i, along with their alignment, cos( i !i ). Although the connection between ; i j Sij and ame surface area production is obvious from Eq. 7, the
connection between i !i and ame surface area production is not as apparent. This
connection is demonstrated in Fig. 12 where two cases of a vortex tube interacting
with a ame are portrayed, one with the scalar gradient and vorticity orthogonal,
!i i = 0, and the other with these vectors colinear. When the vorticity and mixture
fraction gradient are colinear, the motion induced by the vortex convects material
elements within the ame surface, and no increase in ame surface area results.
When the vorticity is orthogonal to the mixture fraction gradient, the motion induced by the vortex is perpendicular to the ame surface, and the ame \wraps"
or is stretched around the vortex. Although this process does not produce ame
surface area, it indicates the presence of ame surface area production elsewhere
in the ow. This is seen in the schematic diagram of Fig. 13, which - although
representing a simplied two-dimensional view of turbulence - demonstrates the
balance between the (net) ame surface area generation through strain and folding
and wrapping of the ame by vorticity. Flame surface area is also destroyed by
diusion in the vortex core, but this occurs after the wrapping by the vortex.
Having established a mechanism for ame surface area production in terms of
!i i, we can now return to the PDF in Fig. 11 and relate the eects of scrambling
on the generation of ame surface area. Flame surface area generation is greatest
when there is a strong peak in the !i i -PDF at the origin. The scrambled initial
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Figure 12. A vortex tube and ame surface (mixture fraction isopleth) interac-

tion. When the vorticity and scalar gradient are orthogonal to each other (!i i = 0),
as in the case on the left, the ame is wrapped around the vortex, increasing the
ame surface area. When these two vectors are parallel (right), transport occurs
within ame and no increase in area occurs.
condition has a relatively weak peak. Furthermore, the recovery to a strong peak
proceeds slowly as we have discussed. Therefore, we expect that the scrambled
initial condition will produce a ow with a decit in ame surface area production
relative to the unmodied ow. From examining time series of the ame surface area
in Fig. 14, we see that these predicted trends do occur. In this gure, the evolution
of the ame surface area is shown for the following initial conditions: unmodied
ow, ow with the velocity and scalar elds scrambled, and ow with only the scalar
eld scrambled. Despite the elevated initial value, the ame surface area quickly
drops well below the value in the unmodied case within a large-eddy turnover time
for both scrambled cases as the reduced ame surface area production is insucient
to balance the diusive eects. When only the scalar eld is scrambled, the ame
surface area recovers after approximately three large-eddy turnover times. For the
case in which both the velocity and scalar elds are scrambled, the ame surface
area has not recovered even after three large-eddy turnover times. The evolution
of the scrambled ame surface during the rst large-eddy turnover time is shown
in Fig. 15. The destruction of the small detached pockets of the scrambled ame
surface within the rst quarter large-eddy turnover time corresponds to the rapid
decrease in ame area observed in Fig. 14. The absence of intense ame \wrapping"
results in this smaller ame area, relative to the unmodied case, for a substantial
period of time.
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Flame surface production
via strain, −ζiζjSij > 0







Flame surface accumulation
via vorticity, ζiωi ~ 0







Flame surface

Figure 13. A depiction of a ame surface being stretched by strain and folded

and wrapped by vorticity. Both processes require correlated velocity and scalar
elds and must coexist in order to conserve ame surface area.

Figure 14. Time series of turbulent to laminar ame surface area, AT =AL , for
simulations with original (
), scrambled scalar (
), and both scrambled
scalar and velocity elds (  ).
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Figure 15. Time sequence of the evolution of the ame surface for ZST = 0:5 at

times t=TLE = 0 (top left), t=TLE = 0:25 (top right), t=TLE = 0:5 (bottom left),
and t=TLE = 1:0 (bottom right).

3. Conclusions and future work

The eect of using turbulent elds with arbitrary phase information as initial
conditions for numerical simulations has been explored in this paper. The elds
with arbitrary phase information show Gaussian rather than exponential tails in the
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vorticity and scalar gradient PDFs. In addition to the decreased volume of regions
with intense vorticity and scalar gradient, they also show a lack of structure.
Through the use of numerical simulations and analysis of the transport equations for the vorticity and scalar gradient, the recovery from the scrambled initial
conditions was found to proceed quickly for the vorticity and scalar gradient elds,
whereas the correlation between these elds, !i i, recovers more slowly. The main
reason for the slower recovery is that strain has no direct eect on the evolution of
!i i. This correlation plays a role in ame surface area production scrambling of
phase information results in decreased ame surface area production for a prolonged
time.
As expressed in the introduction, the motivation for this work was to determine
how using initial elds with arbitrary phases aects the results of simulations of
reacting ows. For simulations of premixed combustion where a planar ame can
propagate into a turbulent region, the only relevant uctuating elds initially are the
velocity eld and its derivatives. (The ame's propagation provides a nondiusive
mechanism for !i i recovery.) Therefore, the use of scrambled initial velocity data
should not cause problems provided enough time (one large-eddy turnover time)
is allowed for the velocity eld to recover. However, this adjustment period is
undesirable, especially when the turbulence eld is not stationary but decaying as
is the case in codes which use a compressible formulation of the equations. In
such simulations, it would be benecial to use initial velocity elds taken from
incompressible simulations combined with the perturbation procedure of Ristorcelli
and Blaisdell (1997), which relaxes these incompressible elds to those of weakly
compressible turbulence.
For nonpremixed and partially premixed combustion, the use of initial elds
with arbitrary phase information is more problematic. Although the vorticity and
scalar gradient elds recover their phase information in approximately a large-eddy
turnover time, their correlated behavior recovers much more slowly. This correlated
behavior is important as it provides ame surface area production. For simulations
of nonpremixed or partially premixed combustion with a decaying velocity eld,
there is little hope that any turbulence will be left by the time the correlated behavior re-establishes itself. For such cases it is necessary to use initial conditions
with proper phase information. Such initial elds can be generated from incompressible simulations with mean scalar proles and then modied using Ristorcelli
and Blaisdell's technique.
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